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1. INTRODUCTION 

Execution of Flash memory is predominant, in this manner it 

ended up noticeably one of the quickest developing 

semiconductor recollections. At present, it is broadly utilized 

as a part of many fields, yet there are still a few issues with 

the trial of Flash memory. The working and testing strategy 

for memory are intricate, there is no a test example whose 

blame scope can achieve 100%. The workload of producing a 

test design by the strategy for utilizing physically is 

restrictive. Current calculations for testing are for the most 

part MSCAN, Checkerboard, Walk, Gallop calculation, and so 

forth. Yet, each blame scope and time unpredictability of 

calculation have their own particular points of interest and 

weaknesses. In genuine test, keeping in mind the end goal to 

accomplish high blame scope, test program can't simply 

depend on one of these calculations, yet consolidate with two, 

three or more to produce test design. At present, there are 

generally three approaches to produce test design, one is 

finished by hand, it is reasonable for gadgets which rationale 

capacities are exceptionally basic. The second route is to 

purchase relating instrument programming, yet this sort of 

programming is exceptionally costly, and permitting 

conditions are extremely brutal. Recreation documents which 

can be gotten from configuration organizations are the third 

way, those records would be given to test gear provider 

organizations, however along these lines is extremely time 

consuming, many outline organization can't give the 

reproduction records by the reason of the assurance of 

licensed innovation rights. 

 

2. SOFTWARE TESTING METHOD 

Memory diagnostic software programs are low-cost or free 

tools used to check for memory failures on a PC.They are 

usually in the form of a bootable software distribution on 

a floppy disk or CD-ROM.Memory testers are designed to 

detect two types of faults, non-Permanent faults and 

permanent faults.There are two types of non-permanent faults, 

transient fault and intermittent fault .Errors in RAM 

introduced by transient faults are often called software errors. 

Factors that will contribute to transient faults are, cosmic ray, 

alpha particle, pollution, humidity, temperature, pressure,   

vibration, power supply fluctuations, electromagnetic 

interference, static electrical discharges.Intermittent faults are 

caused by non-environmental conditions such as, loose 

connections, deteriorating or aging components, critical 

timing, resistance and capacitance variation, physical 

irregularities, noise. 

 

A. Zero-one algorithm 

Also known as Memory Scan (MSCAN). 

Step 1: Write 0 in all cells  

Step 2: Read all cells   

Step 3: Write 1 in all cells  

Step 4: Read all cells 

 

The test coverage of Zero -One algorithm is given. Can’t 

detect all address decoder faults. SAF (stuck at faults) can be 

detected as long as the address decoder is correct. Not all 

transient faults are detected. Cell may contain 0s before step 

1. Not all coupling faults are detected. Cell may contain 0s 

before step 1. Test length=4*2^N (N=Total Address Bits). It 

is easy to implement but has little test strength. 

 

B. Checkerboard algorithm 

Cells are divided into two groups, cell -a and cell -b forming a 

checkerboard pattern. 

Step 1: Write 1 in all cell-a and 0 in cell-b 

Step 2: Read all cells 

Step 3: Write 0 in all cell-a and 1 in cell-b 

Step 4: Read all cell 

 

Test Coverage of checkerboard Algorithm is given. Can’t 

detect all Address decoder faults. SAF can be detected as long 

as the address decoder is correct. Not all Transient faults are 

detected. Initial cell status unknown. Not all coupling faults 

are detected. Detects shorts between adjacent cells. Worse 
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There are many methods of testing the flash memory before the memory chip or device gets ready for packaging. These tests are essential to detect the 

faults in the memory during the manufacturing stage or any other stages of processing. The methods of memory testing are manual, software testing and 
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case test for leakage between adjacent cells. Test 

length=4*2^N (N=Total Address Bits). 

 

3. OBTAINING SIMULATION FILES 

Simulation files which can be obtained from design 

companies. The files would be provided to test equipment 

supplier companies. This way is very time consuming, many 

design company are unable to provide the simulation files   by 

the reason of the protection of intellectual property rights. 

 

Fault coverage and time complexity of each algorithms are 

different. In actual test, in order to achieve high fault 

coverage, test program can't just rely on one of these 

algorithms, but combine with two, three or more to generate 

test pattern. 

 

Need for the automatic test pattern generation are, effective 

algorithms can be chosen and used to generate a more general 

applicable test pattern. Generation of the test pattern with 

practical low cost. Reduction in test program development 

difficulty. Improvement in development speed, quality and 

efficiency of test system. 
 
4. STANDARD TEST INTERFACE LANGUAGE 

Standard Test Interface Language (STIL) is a general purpose 

device pattern interchange format, which defines the functions 

and parameters tested, supported in the emulator. It is an open 

pattern depiction specification, which is readable, easy to 

understand, transport, debug and correct. EDA-ATE 

(Electronic Design Automation) data conversion process can 

be converted to each big manufacturer's ATE devices by using 

STIL. This standardization process helps shorten entire cycle 

from design to testing. It also reduces intermediate links, and 

the occurence of errors because of incompatible standards. At 

present, STIL has been widely used in Europe and Japan and 

other developed countries, In the United States, Intel, IBM, 

TI, Freesacale, NS and other giants have already adopted 

STIL as standard data format from integrated circuit design to 

the test. In Japan, Toshiba and other manufacturers are also 

actively promoting the STIL become an industry standard. 

 
5. AUTOMATIC TEST PATTERN GENERATION 

USING LABVIEW 

As the LabView method presented in the reference paper, the 

interface structure for SPI and parallel memory is given. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

                                

                  

 

 

Fig: Interface structure of generator 

The proposed method of interface structure is realized using 

LabView programing. The user interface for both SPI and 

parallel is developed by LabView environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: User interface of SPI flash memory 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: User interface of Parallel memory 

 

The Pattern file according to the above user interface is 

generated in the STIL format. Finally, a test program edit 

interface is obtained based on the algorithm proposed in the 

reference paper. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

This method of automatic test pattern generation based on 

LabView is advantageous than other methods because we can 

choose the algorithm for the generation of test vector. The 

fault coverage range increases when we combine two or more 

algorithm for testing the memory. The difficulty level of 

programming is reduced due to LabView programming. 
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